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[5 7] ABSTRACT 
A container having rigid handles extending outside the 
rim on opposite sides of the container and connected 
to the rim by tapered ?exible hinge members. The 
container rim and handles and hinge section comprise 
a single piece of plastic and each handle and its associ 
ated hinge member and portion of the rim have a part 
ing line in a common plane. 
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CONTAINER 

This invention is a container having rigid handles 
projecting outward from portions of the rim on oppo 
site sides of the container and connected to such por 
tions of the rim by ?exing hinge sections of tapered 
cross section with the thickest section at said rim por 
tions. The container hinge sections and handles are 
molded from a single piece of ?exible plastic having a 
parting line in a plane common to the rim, hinge sec 
tions and handles. 

In the drawing, 
FIG. 1 is a plan view of the container, the right hand 

side being a top plan view and the left hand side being 
a bottom plan view; and 
FIG. 2 is a section on line 2—2 of FIG. 1. 
The container has a side wall 1 terminating at its 

upper edge in a peripheral rim 2. The particular con 
tainer rim is of generally arcuate or circular outline but 
other configurations could be used. The rim has out 
wardly and downwardly extending peripheral ?anges 3, 
4. 
On opposite sides of the container are handles 5 ex 

tending outwardly from the rim. Each handle has a 
rigid frame of [beam or other rigid section. The frame 
member 6 nearest the rim is preferably straight and 
parallel to a section 4a of the ?ange 4. The section 7 
of the handle frame farthest from the rim is shaped to 
provide a hand hold with arcuate ?nger gripping por 
tions 8. The frame members 6 and 7 are connected to 
each other at opposite ends through frame members 9 
and 10. 
The handles are connected to the portions of the rim 

including the stiffening ?ange 4a through ?exible hinge 
sections 11 of tapered cross section. The thickest por 
tion 11a of the hinge sections 11 is integral with the 
section 4a of the ?ange 4 and the thinnest portion is in 
tegral with the handle. Under load, the handles swing 
up to a near vertical position as shown in dotted lines 
in FIG. 2 with the ?exure of shortest radius of curva 
ture occurring in the thinnest section 11b of the hinge 
member. This does not over stress the hinge member 
since the load at section 1112 is more nearly in direct 
tension. The tapered section of the hinge members 11 
causes a gradually increasing ?exure from 11a to llb 
which distributes the stress at the junction to the ?ange 
section 4a and reduces the likelihood of fracture under 
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2 
repeated lifting of the container. 
To rigidify the section 4a of the ?ange 4 at which the 

load is transmitted from the rim of the container to the 
handle, reinforcing ribs 12 are provided between the 
?ange 4a and the wall I of the container. The hinge 
members may be provided with cut-out sections 13 
which in effect break up the hinges 11 into a plurality 
of separate units, each of which is capable of carrying 
the load. The separate units prevent propagation of a 
tear from one unit to another. If the sections 13 were 
omitted, a tear starting at one edge could run across the ' 
entire width of the hinge. 
The contaner handle and hinge sections are adapted 

to molding from a single piece of ?exible plastic such 
as low density polyethylene in a simple mold having a 
parting line 14 lying in a plane common to the rim, 
hinge elements and handles as shown in FIG. 2. This 
simplifies the molding. 
The particular container shown was designed for 

handling 80 pound loads of shrimp for processing but 
the container obviously is not limited to that use. 
The container is suited for meat products since there 

are no crevices in which contaminants can collect. 
What is claimed is: 
l. A container having an upwardly extending periph 

eral side wall terminating at its upper edge in a rim, 
rigid handles on opposite sides of the container, each 
handle having a rigid frame spaced from and extending 
outward from a portion of the rim, said frame having 
a first member closer to said portion of the rim and a 
second member farther from the said portion of the rim 
and providing a hand hold, said portion of the rim hav 
ing outwardly and downwardly extending ?anges with 
the downwardly extending ?ange outermost, a ?exible 
hinge member bridging the space between and joined 
to said downwardly extending ?ange and to said first 
member, said ?rst member and said downwardly ex 
tending ?ange being straight and parallel to each other 
in plan view, said side wall, rim, handles and hinge sec 
tions comprising a single piece of plastic, each handle 
and its associated hinge member and portion of the rim 
having a parting line substantially in a common plane 
and vertical ribs extending between and joined to said 
side wall and said ?anges. 

2. The container of claim 1 in which said side wall at 
said portion of the rim is arcuate in plan view. 
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